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Chapter 1884 Feeling not moved 

Yes! 

Even the mortal idiot himself didn’t realize that he was actually cowardly. 

If it is normal, where does he need to specifically say this. 

Ordinary people can’t do it at all! 

How many can enter the Cang Yan Platform? 

Which one is not suffering from the huge burning pain of the soul as soon as it enters, and 

it can’t last for a minute. 

But, is Wiliam an ordinary person? 

Wan Arrow piercing the heart is ineffective against him. 

Break the barrier within three minutes. 

What kind of things can ordinary people do? 

Therefore, the human infatuation can’t help but add such a sentence. 

Afraid of this little change. The state also destroyed Cang Yantai. 

And Wiliam smiled slightly, as if he understood the cowardice of the idiot in the world. 

“Don’t worry, since you said it all, then I definitely won’t.” Wiliam said lightly to the sky. 

The idiot didn’t know what to say for a while. 

what’s going on? 
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I didn’t say it just now, you really plan to destroy my Cang Yantai, don’t you? 

I thank you! 

After Wiliam finished speaking, he stepped onto the Cangyan Terrace. 

As soon as he entered the Cangyan Terrace, Wiliam felt a shock all over his body. 

Especially the head, like being hit by a heavy hammer, instantly lost his mind. 

Wiliam was already prepared. 

The moment he stepped into the Cang Yantai, a crimson flame suddenly ignited on his 

body! 

This flame quickly wrapped Wiliam’s body and turned him into a burning man. 

The flame strongly repelled this inexplicable soul fire. 

That’s how, Wiliam gradually came back to his senses. 

The flame on Wiliam’s body naturally came from Li Chunfeng. 

Before Chunfeng fell asleep, she gave Wiliam the essence of her life. 

Including her extreme bloodline. 

The fire of the soul is also fire, so what about the supreme bloodline? 

Wiliam is making such an attempt. 

The flame burns, burns, and burns more and more. 

In the sky, there was a voice of confusion in the world, “This, this is…” 

Obviously, the idiot in the world also saw the extraordinary fire on Wiliam’s body. 



He was horrified by the pervert of Wiliam! 

In the first level, extreme ice appeared on the body! 

And at the second level, the ultimate flame appeared on him! 

Since ancient times, fire and water are incompatible! 

But this little change. In this state, ice and fire appeared on the body at the same time! 

how can that be! 

How did he achieve the fusion of ice and fire! 

Moreover, this ice and fire are not mortal things in the world! 

It is the ultimate thing! 

What kind of adventure did this kid have, to be able to bring together the rare ice and fire in 

this world and blend together! 

However, after a brief absence, the mortal idiot gradually regained his confidence. 

Hoho, even if you have the ultimate flame, so what? 

The fire of my soul is not a real fire. 

Even if you have the ultimate flame, you can only barely support it. 

And with the passage of time, the resistance of the extreme flame will only become weaker 

and weaker. 

The soul has been a mysterious realm since time immemorial. 

Little guy, if you want to use the ultimate flame to pass the test, I’m afraid you won’t be able 

to do what you want. 



What’s the matter, in the first level, you tasted the sweetness and thought about making ice 

with ice. In this level, do you want to use fire to make inflammation? 

Dog thing, get rough! 

Sure enough, just like the idiots in the world thought, with the passage of time, in only three 

minutes, Wiliam obviously felt that the flames on his body were becoming weaker and 

weaker in counteracting the fire of his soul. 

The terrifying burning sensation of the soul came over like an overwhelming sea. 

Wiliam could even smell a burnt soul in his trance. 

parefull! 

Doudou’s cold sweat broke out along Wiliam’s body. 

Seeing this scene, the mortal idiot let out a ho-ho laughter, and there was an incomparable 

joy in the laughter. 

It seemed that he wanted to return all the shock and unwillingness he experienced in the 

first level to Wiliam in this level. 

However, gradually, the human world stopped laughing. 

He noticed that there seemed to be something wrong. 

Because he saw that Wiliam gradually calmed down after experiencing the pain shown by 

the burning of his soul just now. 

It’s not scientific. 

What the hell is this kid doing! 

Could it be that there is still some magic weapon to protect the soul hidden in his body? 

Can’t this? 



The mortal idiot could see clearly that Wiliam was dressed in white and had nothing to hide. 

For a time, the heart of the world’s idiots hangs up again, so angry! 

And Wiliam started to sit up slowly on the Cang Yan Platform. 

After he confirmed that the extreme flame on his body was not useful to the fire of the soul, 

he decisively gave up the extreme flame. 

The flames on his body did not disappear, as if he was waiting for something. 

On the small Cang Yan stage, the fire of the soul cannot be seen by the naked eye, but they 

are always present. 

Wiliam slowly closed his eyes. 

Soul fire is a good thing. 

Two words came out softly from his mouth. 

“Soul Soul!” 

For a time, a ripple invisible to the naked eye swept away with Wiliam as the center! 

“Boom!” 

The mortal idiot didn’t know where he was, but at this moment, he suddenly felt as if his 

soul had been beaten, grinned, and almost screamed out. 

“This! What the hell is going on here! Why do I feel like I’ve been attacked by the fire of the 

soul? No! This is not the fire of the soul! It’s other means of attacking the soul!” in a manic 

state. 

Soothe the soul! 

What Wiliam used was naturally the soldier’s soul to calm down! 

The Soldier’s Soul Requiem is a big killer in the realm of the soul! 



It can not only calm the soul, but also nourish the soul, and even break the soul! 

As soon as the soldier’s soul came out, the fire of the soul seemed to be frightened, and 

instinctively wanted to escape from Wiliam! 

However, the realm of existence of Soul Fire can only be found on this Cang Yantai. 

Moreover, they want to escape, does Wiliam agree? 

Soul fire is a good thing. 

Wiliam closed his eyes, as if feeling the fear of the fire of the soul. 

The corners of his mouth slowly drew an arc. 

Want to escape? 

It’s not that easy. 

Come here little thing. 

Wiliam closed his eyes, his soul-suppressing power continued to overflow! 

Powerful suppression and coercion of these invisible soul fires! 

Gradually, the fire of the soul was faced with the power of the soul that could not be 

resisted from higher levels, and they compromised. 

What if you don’t compromise? 

Can’t help them. 

And Wiliam felt the compromise of Soul Fire, and sent out an order in his consciousness. 

These soul fires slowly melted into Wiliam’s extreme flames. 

In the blink of an eye, the extreme flames didn’t seem to have changed from before. 



But Wiliam knew that now his ultimate flame could burn people’s souls. 

Tsk tsk tsk, a big gain. 

After absorbing the fire of the soul, Wiliam slowly stood up. 

He looked up at the sky, smiled and said, “Senior idiot in the world, I think I should pass the 

test, right? Also, I follow your instructions, you see, Cang Yantai is still well reserved for you, 

do you feel moved?” 

 


